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Mediation Report: OPEN SPACE 

 

To: Independent Hearings Panel – Christchurch Replacement District Plan 

From: John Mills, Environment Commissioner – Mediator 

 

The agenda for the mediation sessions was organized according to the following Stages 2 & 3 Open Space Chapter 

topics: 

 

 Objectives and Policies (not site specific)  

 Amendments to rules generally (not site specific)  

 Amendments to matters of discretion (not site specific)  

 Definitions 

 Avon River Precinct provisions (consistency with CCRP)  

 Activities within historic heritage items 

 Lake Forsyth opening – Status of activity 

 Hagley Park provisions 

 Isaac Conservation Trust – provisions for surrounding Open Space zones 

 Canterbury Museum provisions 

 Gondola – site specific provisions 

 Rezoning to Open Space Metropolitan Zone 

 Farming related provision in Open Space 

 Provision for infrastructure and utilities  

 Other site specific rezoning requests  

 

   

Summary of Matters the Panel will be required to determine as identified at the Mediation:  
Note: The matters identified below are only those identified at mediation and do not reflect all of the issues that may 
not be resolved prior to the hearing and will need to be determined by the Panel. 
 
- Proposed deferred Rural Quarry zoning for Templeton Golf Course / land swap; 

- Provisions for the Elmwood Club proposal;  

- Canterbury Sports Ltd - proposed OMF zoning, Yaldhurst 

 

 

 

 

Session 1:  Objectives and Policies (not site specific ) 

 

Attendees: Warren Bangma (Counsel), Janice Carter (Planning Witness), Anita Hansbury (Chapter Lead) 

(#2123, CCC), Frances Lojkine, Vicki Barker, Anna Cameron (#3721, Crown), Anne Martin , Sue 

Williams, Anne Dingwall (#2302 & #3711, Hands off Hagley), Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury 

Sports Limited), Kim Seaton (#2146 & #3616, Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust), Tanya 

Stevens (#2458 & #3722, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu), Jan Cook (#2311, Rod Donald Banks 

Peninsula Trust). 

 

CCC opened by providing a summary of the objectives and policies for the open space chapter.  Updated provisions 

were circulated (dated 16 December).  Not all submitters had seen and digested this.  Submitters had the opportunity 

to review the amendments.  

 

CCC highlighted that Ch18 now incorporates the provisions of Ch13 Central City Open Space, as the two chapters 

have been merged.  

 

- Frances Lojkine, Vicki Barker, Anna Cameron (#3721, Crown)  

 

Crown accepts Objectives 1 & 3 of the revised proposal and noted it had had a number of meetings already with the 

Council staff to resolve issues.  

 

In relation to Clause 8 of Objective 1, Crown questioned whether there is duplication with clause 6 – around walking, 

access and cycling tracks. Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust agreed that this would best be located in the Policy 1 

(d).  CCC to amend Objective 1 and Policy 1 as agreed above.   
 

Policy 1 could be streamlined, in light of recent residential decision, relating to whether the role of the zones is 

required in the Policy.  The Crown will keep working with CCC to streamline this Policy. 
 

The Crown accepts Policy 2 and Policy 3 of the revised proposal.  
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- Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury Sports Limited) 

 

Relating to the earlier discussion about streamlining Policy 1, Canterbury Sports Limited would like assurance that 

the introduction will still outline what the outcome would be for  each zone.  CCC confirmed that would be the intent.  

Canterbury Sports Limited to be copied in on correspondence and updates relating to the streamlining of Policy 1. 
 

- Kim Seaton (#2146, #3616, Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust)  

 

Ms. Seaton noted that the policy changes requested by the Trust have not been made in the revised proposal.  Ms 

Hansbury outlined that Council is awaiting noise evidence to confirm their position in relation to the changes sought.  

 

The Trust is seeking amendments to Policy 5 – environmental effects, to avoid adverse effects on conservation 

activities and their breeding programme (for example that major sports facilities should not be permitted, activities 

producing startling noise).  CCC suggested an amendment to policy 5 to specifically reference conservation activities/ 

areas.  The Trust agreed this would address their concern.  CCC to make the amendment to Policy 5 as discussed.  

 

- Tanya Stevens (3722, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu) 

 

Ngai Tahu is satisfied with objectives and policies in the revised proposal.  

 

- Sue Williams, Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin (#2302 & #3711, Hands off Hagley) 

 

It was noted that there is nothing in Objective 18.1.1 that acknowledges that open spaces are heritage  areas or have 

heritage values.  Council informed that amendments have been made to Objective 3 point 6.  Where there is a clear 

reference to historic parks.  Further to this Council outlined that historic heritage values is a matter for Chapter 9.  

Chapter 9 provisions will apply where there is an overlay.  These amendments were accepted by Hands off Hagley . 

 

Hands off Hagley consider that in relation to Policy 18.1.4 there be an additional objective that addresses the 

conservation and enhancement of urban open space.  CCC suggested adding the word “protects” to Objective 3 point 

6. Hands off Hagley were satisfied with this amendment. However, they do not consider there is enough specific 

distinction across the board, including for Hagley Park.  CCC to amend Objective 3 point 6 to include the word 
“protects”. CCC will meet off-line on Friday with Hands off Hagley in relation to provisions.   

 

- Jan Cook (#2311, Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust)  

 

The Trust agrees with Crown in relation to Policy 1 (no submission on this).  The addition made to Objective 1 viii is to 

be moved to Policy 18.1.4 (d).  The Trust wanted to see more recognition of Open Space strategy in the policy 

framework; however Ms Cook agreed that there is specific reference to this in the Matters of Discretion  which she on 

reflection agrees is the best place.  CCC to amend Objective 1 and Policy 1 as agreed above.   
 

 

Session 2:  Amendments to rules generally 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (# 2123, CCC), Jan Cook (#2311, Rod Donald 

Banks Peninsula Trust), Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury Sports Limited), Tanya Stevens 

(#2458 & #3722, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu), Sue Williams, Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin (# 2302 & 

#3711, Hands off Hagley), Ainsley McLeod (#2343, #3682, #FS5019, The Elmwood Club Inc), 

Matt Bonis (#2348, Christchurch International Airport Limited), Kim Seaton (#2146, #3616, Isaac 

Conservation and Wildlife Trust), Anna Cameron, Vicki Barker, Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown). . 

 

- Kim Seaton (#2146/#3616, Isaac Conservation Wildlife Trust)  

 

The Trust’s  concern remains around the issue of motorised sport in the zone, and possible recreation activities that  

might slip through.  CCC to consider the issue further.   

 

- Frances Lojkine, Vicki Barker, Anna Cameron (#3721, Crown) 

 

The Crown’s submission seeks that guest accommodation in rule 18.2.2.1.P9 be treated consistently across the plan.  

The Crown is willing to continue working with CCC to achieve this consistency. 

 

The Crown questioned whether Rule 18.2.2.1 P15 – activities within listed heritage buildings, is required given it will 

be addressed in Proposal 9.  The Crown noted the amendments that had been made since previous informal 

mediation, but seek deletion or further amendments to activity specific standards.  CCC will consider this issue 
further.   
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The Crown supports the amendments made to Rule 18.6.2.1.P7. 

 

The Crown raised an issue around Rule 18.2.2.4 D5.  CCC is proposing to delete this clause.  The Crown is unsure if 

outright deletion is required or reconciliation of the two chapters.  CCC will relook at the provisions to make sure that 
there won’t be any consequential issues through the deletion of this clause.  

 

The Crown noted that Rule 18.5.2.4 – D3 Plantation forestry rules still have reference to natural character and 

overlays.  The Crown considers this is an overlap with the Natural and Cultural Heritage proposal. CCC will look into 
this issue further.  
 

- Matt Bonis (#2348, Christchurch International Airport  Limited) 

 

Christchurch International Airport Limited (CIAL) is requesting that reference be made to both sets of noise contours 

under 18.5.2.1. P9 – Residential activities.  This approach was used in the Rural Proposal.  CCC will consider this 
issue further.  
 

CIAL supports the non-complying activity status for sensitive activities and buildings in the air noise contour within 

the park zone, and requested that this be incorporated into the Non -complying activity status tables of the other Open 

Space zones. CCC has accepted this request and will make the amendments requested . 

  

Based on the amendments sought to Chapter 6 CCC noted there may be opportunity to delete references if the issue is 

covered off entirely by that chapter.    

 

- Tanya Stevens (#2458 & #3722, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu) 

 

Ngai Tahu’s concern relates to sites of cultural significance.  They are seeking this to be addressed in the Chapter 9 

Proposal.  Whether they progress anything with this chapter will d epend on outcomes of Ch 9.  

 

- Sue Williams, Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin (3711, Hands off Hagley) 

 

Concern was raised in relation to lack of activity specific standards or standards relating to hours of operation  under 

18.2.2.1 Permitted activities.  CCC will consider the issue further.  An informal meeting will be held between the 
parties on Friday 18 December, 4pm, at CCC offices.  It was noted that CCC officers had met twice informally with HoH 

prior to this formal mediation.  

 

- Jan Cook (#2311, Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust)  

 

The Trust raised concern around guest accommodation provisions and amendments proposed to these, in relation to 

tramping huts.  The Trust is seeking consistency and assurance that tramping huts will be provided for in the Open 

Space Natural zone as a permitted activity (either through Guest Accommodation or Rural tourism activity).   For 

streamlining Ms Cook’s preference is that the same approach to tramping huts be taken as for the Rural chapter.  CCC 
will consider the issue further and respond.   
 

The Trust is also is concerned about the Heli-landing provisions for the Open Space Natural zone. CCC explained why 

there is a need for heli-landing provisions.  The Trust does not want to see recreational flights going into the area 

(when its purpose is for more passive recreation).  The parties noted that it is also referenced in Chapter 6.  As such it 

is possible that it could be deleted from this zone and provided for by the General Rules.  CCC will consider the issue 
further and respond.   
 

- Ainsley McLeod (#2343, #3682, #FS5019, The Elmwood Club Inc) 

 

The Elmwood Club (TEC) indicated that the provisions don’t anticipate the proposed development at the club.  

Elmwood is seeking site specific consideration and amendments that will anticipate development of the club at the 

right level of regulation.  CCC outlined that Metropolitan is not the right zoning for the site.  CCC indicated that they 

will look at site specific provisions for the club, and asked if TEC had considered the restricted discretionary 

provisions offered at the end of the Specific Purpose (Schools) zone hearing .  
 

 

Session 3: Amendments to matters of discretion (not site specific)  

 

Attendees:  Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (# 2123, CCC), Jan Cook (#2311, Rod Donald 

Banks Peninsula Trust), Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury Sports Limited), Tanya Stevens 

(#2458 & #3722, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu), Sue Williams, Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin (# 2302 & 

#3711, Hands off Hagley), Ainsley McLeod (#2343, #3682, #FS5019, The Elmwood Club Inc), 

Matt Bonis (#2348, Christchurch International Airport Limited), Kim Seaton (#2146, #3616, Isaac 

Conservation and Wildlife Trust), Anna Cameron, Vicki Barker, Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown).  
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- Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin, Sue Williams (#2302 & #3711, Hands off Hagley) 

 

Hands off Hagley request a matter of discretion that specifically addresses Hagley Park.  This was discussed briefly 

and it was agreed that it would be discussed further at the meeting with CCC tomorrow.  

 

- Jan Cook (#2311, Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust) 

 

The Trust supports the matter which has been added to 18.7.1.2 which refers to the Open Space Strategy.    

 

- Frances Lojkine, Vicki Barker, Anna Cameron (#3721, Crown) 

 

CCC indicated that they have streamlined the Matters of Discretion to eliminate repetition. The Crown is still 

concerned about the repetition and considers there is an opportunity to streamline the matters further.  The Crown will 

produce a track change version to assist CCC produce an amended version.  The amended version is to be circulated 

to everyone present at the mediation session.  

 

 

Session 4:  Definitions 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury 

Sports Limited), Sue Williams, Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin (# 2302 & #3711, Hands off Hagley), , 

Kim Seaton (#2146, #3616, Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust), Vicki Barker, Frances Lojkine 

(#3721, Crown), Amanda Dewar (#2389, FS2820, Paul Bridgman). 

 

CCC opened by referring submitters to the amendments made to the latest proposal.  

 

- Amanda Dewar (#2389, FS2820, Paul Bridgman) 

 

Mr Bridgman is seeking amendments to the definition of “Height”, in particular item d.  They accept the height is 

specified at not exceeding 40 m but are seeking the addition of “ and not within 40m of site boundary”. Canterbury 

sports would want retention as it is and would object to the setback. CCC will need to consider this issue further.  No 

agreement was reached.  

 

- Sue Williams, Anne Dingwall, Anne Martin (#3711, Hands off Hagley) 

 

The submitter is concerned that the Height exception inserted for poles and flood lighting for Hagley Park of 30 m will 

set a precedent issue for Hagley Park.  They do not have any specific concern in relation to the definition of  height. 

Their concern is around the application of other activities such as recreation activities which has a wide definition.  

Their concern is around the word “principally” in relation to  Hagley Park.  CCC cautioned about the plan drafting 

implications of providing exceptions to definitions, and would prefer exceptions to rules.  However, CCC agreed that 

some exceptions can be provided for Hagley Park in the zone.  CCC agrees there is some merit in recognising Hagley 

Park more in the provisions, but it may not be necessary to create a new zone.   

 

- Kim Seaton (#2146/#3616, Isaac Conservation Wildlife Trust)  

 

The Trust has concerns around the definition of “Recreation activity”. This will be addressed specifically in respect to 

Isaac Trusts submission at a later session.  

 

- Vicki Barker, Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown) 

 

The Crown is comfortable with definitions in the revised proposal.  They outlined that two definit ions have been tied to 

the Crown however these are not specific to the relief sought by the Crown.  The specific definitions include Major 

Sports Facility and Minor Sports Facility.  CCC has agreed to amend the revised proposal to remove the reference to 
the Crown for those definitions. .  
 

 

Session 5:  Avon River Precinct provisions (consistency with CCRP) 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (# 2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown). 

 

The Crown accepts the latest redline version of 18.6.2.1 P7 and P16.  P18 will be discussed at a later session. 

 

The Crown accepts the amendments to the Built form standards 18.6.3.3b. CCC to amend the minor error of the 
strike-through in NIL under the Permitted column.  

 

In relation to 18.6.3.6 - Outdoor storage CCC generally agrees with the Crown on the matters as raised but is yet to 

finalise wording.  
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In relation to 18.6.3.7 - Maximum building footprint the Crown maintains that control is difficult to apply in practice.  

They are seeking deletion and a note to the effect that the rule does not apply to ARP.  CCC to provide their updated 
position. 

 

The Crown accepts the deletion of 18.7.4.  

 

 

Session 6:  This session was not required following earlier discussions.  

 

 

Session 7:  Lake Forsyth opening – Status of activity 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown).  

 

The Crown and Ngai Tahu accept the latest revision which provided for the opening of  both Lake Forsyth and Lake 

Ellesmere as a permitted activity.  An email was received from Tanya Stevens after the meeting confirming this. All 

parties are in agreement.  

 

 

Session 8: Hagley Park Provisions  

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Anne Martin, Sue Williams and Anne H. Dingwall (#3711, Hands 

off Hagley).  

 

Hands off Hagley (HoH) are of the view that there are not enough Activity Specific Standards controlling activities in 

Hagley Park and the ease with which activities (e.g. restricted discretionary or discretionary) can be approved through 

consenting process.  While they agreed that visitor facilities, education and conservation activities were appropriate 

overall they considered that Hagley Park was not the place for professional sport (specifically metropolitan facilities).  

They considered that new structures should be in line with the objectives and policies of the Hagley Park Management 

Plan and be kept to a minimum. 

 

HoH referred to various provisions from the Reserves Act and the Christchurch City (Reserves) Empowering Act 1971, 

and highlighted that the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (2012) reinforces status quo for Hagley Park apart from 

Hagley Oval which is an anchor project.  The submitters were of the view that Hagley Park deserves special recognition 

and treatment, however, i t was not clear what specific District Pla n provisions were sought for Hagley Park  other than 

a heritage item listing in Chapter 9. However they did consider that car parking, whether permanent or temporary 

should not be provided and requested that temporary car  parking be a non-complying activity.  CCC indicated that it 

could not support non-complying activity status for temporary car parking in Hagley Park.  

 

Counsel for CCC explained that much of legislation and documents referred to, e.g. Hagley Park Management Plan, 

works in parallel to the District Plan provisions, complementing it rather than having to be reflected in the DPR rules. 

 

It was agreed that Hands off Hagley will go through the activity tables for Open Space Community Park Zone and tick 

the activities that they consider are appropriate for Hagley Park and those that are not. The tables will be discussed at 

a follow-up informal mediation meeting on Friday at the Council offices.   

 

 

Session 9: Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust – provisions for surrounding Open Space zones 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Kim Seaton and Alanya Limmer (Isaac Conservation and Wildlife 

Trust).  

 

CCC stated that there will be some provisions changed or added to what is in the redline document, when the noise 

evidence is complete.  The noise experts will  provide further information on what types of activities would cause 

adverse noise effects on birds.  CCC is still considering Isaac Conservation Wildlife Trust’s submission.  The parties 

agreed that the experts can conference to agree before the evidence is filed  and that further discussion could occur 

off line. 

 

The parties agreed a minor amendment to Policy 5 earl ier.  

 

The Trust is considering the merits of major sports facilities as a restricted discretionary activity within the Open 

Space McLeans Island zone. If this was agreed they would want an additional assessment matter to be included.  Ms. 

Seaton will send through proposed wording on this to CCC.  
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The Trust questioned about excluding motorised sports from the definition of recreational activity.  In principle  CCC 

supports this, however, CCC will have to confirm with other chapter leaders, in case it has im plications for other 

zones.  If there is a problem with other zone provisions, the activity will need to be excluded from permitted activities 

in the zone.  The Trust will include this in their evidence if they do not receive anything from Council on it before then. 

 

 

Session 11: Gondola – site specific provisions 

 

This session was cancelled as agreement has already been reached with the Council.  

 

 

Session 10: Canterbury Museums Provisions 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Graham Taylor (#3351, Canterbury Museum Trust Board).  

 

The Canterbury Museum Trust board requested to have the following included in P12 of the redline version: “this shall 

not apply to the Canterbury Museum and Robert McDougall Art Gallery site (Rolleston Avenue) ” to reflect the same 

wording in P11 in the Central City Open Space. CCC agreed. 

 

The Trust Board questioned why new RD12 includes building height matter of discretion where this is assessed under 

RD1 - non-compliance with the built form standards.  It is a double up in the rule.  CCC noted this.  

 

 

Session 12: Rezoning to Open Space Metrapolitan Zone 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie R ountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Darryl Millar and Sophie Reese (#2389 and #FS2820, Paul 

Bridgman), Jamie Robinson (#2277, Canterbury Sports Limited).   

 

CCC outlined the background for the site  at 466-482 Yaldhurst Road (#2277, Canterbury Sports Ltd), including that 

part of the facility which has been has been consented.  The request to rezone the land poses difficulty as the site is 

just outside of the urban limit/greenfield priority area, and there are controls around allowing urban activities outside 

that limit.  It is questionable whether the proposed activity fits into the rural activity definition of the Regional Policy 

Statement (RPS). The Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone facilitates more intensive built development which 

conflicts with the RPS definition of rural activity. The Council is supportive of a private sports facility development in 

principle; the difficulty lies in the RPS.  CCC is also waiting on the assessment of infrastructure i.e. water supply, 

wastewater and transport. 

 

Canterbury Sports Limited have considered the option proposed by CCC of an Open Space Community Parks zone, 

however they are not seeking this as consent would still be required.   If needed,  they will lead evidence on this and on 

the overall merits of the proposal.  The LURP is currently being reviewed to see if this urban limit should be relaxed.  If 

the LURP changes and the RPS changes, this could make the zone change easier.   

 

Mr. Miller and Ms. Reese are acting for the owner of land adjoining the property.  The submitter’s principle concern is 

around the interface effects.  Mr Bridgman's property is proposed to be zoned Rural Urban Fringe.  They will also lead 

evidence around the RPS issue.  Mr Miller indicated a couple of loop holes in the rules including that there are 

currently no internal boundary setbacks from the Rural  Urban Fringe zone in the Metrapolitan Facilities zone.  In 

principle they oppose the rezoning sought by Canterbury Sports Limited, and have issues around the interface, in 

particular in respect to structures for flood lighting.  Mr. Millar and Ms. Reese will discuss with Ms. Robinson the 

potential for mitigating the interface issues.    

 

No agreement was reached on these issues  
 

 

Session 15: Other site specific rezoning requests 

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Mike Mora (#2363, Riccarton/Wigram Community Board).  

 

The Riccarton/Wigram Community Board’s submission is in support of the Open Space Water and Margin Zone and 

waterbody setbacks.  However, they have a concern due to the re-routing of Knights Stream.  Knights Stream beholds 

significant values to Tangata Whenua due to the proximity to the Waka Trail.  Since the district plan review started, 

Fulton Hogan has shifted an area of green space to another site, which was a park as part of the rural-urban fringe 

buffer (Knights Stream Park reserve).  The original park space is now rezoned as residential through an Outline 

development plan. The open space swap has been approved by the Council's Parks Unit as the new location of the 

park is more central to the new and existing subdivision. Retrospectively, nothing can be done but the realigned 
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stream is protected by the setback rule.  Generally, the Board would like to retain the 10m setback for the stream.  

CCC considers that the zone swap reflects what is already on the ground therefore no change will  be proposed. 

 

 

Session 14: Provision for infrastructure and utilities  

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Laura Buttimore (#2340, Orion), Ainsley McLeod (#2218 and 

#2780, Transpower). 

 

Transpower and Orion are supportive of the Open Space rule content but consider that the format of the rule should 

reflect the Stage 1 Residential decision with two rules, one for the national grid and one for Orion.   

 

Orion has noted that the residential decision is missing the fencing provision  they requested.  Orion has filed a memo 

seeking clarifications on this. 

 

The parties agreed they would file a joint memorandum of agreement on this (to be drafted and circulated by 

Transpower) to potentially avoid the need for attending the hearing.  

 

 

Session 15: Other site specific rezoning requests  

 

Attendees: Anita Hansbury, Janice Carter, Warren Bangma (#2123, CCC), Melanie Rountree, Vicki Barker, 

Frances Lojkine (#3721, Crown), Richard Suggate (#3090, Diamond Harbour Community 

Association), Dean Chrystal (#2455, Fulton Hogan).  

 

- Richard Suggate (#3090, Diamond Harbour Community Association) 

 

The Diamond Harbour Community Association is concerned about the zoning of the site containing the Medical Centre 

being Open Space.  This land is Council freehold land.  The Medical Centre would like permanent occupation of the 

site.  CCC will check whether there was a resource consent for the use o r not.  If so, they will have rights to remain on 

the site.  CCC will look into the potential and appropriateness of rezoning the site. 

 

Two gullies (Morgan’s and Sam’s Gullies)  in the Diamond Harbour area are zoned residential.  They are covered in 

gorse, with some exotic and native plants.  The Community have a 10 year agreement for the restoration of Morgan’s 

Gully.  The community would like Sam’s Gully to be restored too.  They would like these areas to be zoned Open Space 

Natural or Open Space Community Park.  CCC noted there are merits for the zoning of the parks as Open Space.  But as 

the zoning was decided on in Stage 1,  rezoning it now was problematical.  CCC suggested resolving it through an 

Outline Development Plan (Open space network), and provided a map of the areas the Council believe the ODP should 

cover.  This would show future indicative green space, and would protect  it from development.  Any future application 

for residential subdivision would need to take the ODP into account and retain the indicated areas for open space as 

part of the subdivision layout.  The Community Association accepts this.  CCC will cover this in evidence.  

 

 

- Dean Chrystal (#2455, Fulton Hogan) 

 

CCC indicated that this submission  (#2455, Fulton Hogan) has already been considered during the Rural Quarry Zone 

hearing and indicated that for the purposes of the Open Space hearing, reference will be made to the extensive 

evidence provided on that matter.  

 

Mr Chrystal indicated that Fulton Hogan will present additional evidence at the hearing.    

 

 

 

 
John Mills 

Environment Court Commissioner – Mediator 

2 February 2016 


